Maxima sc1 autozone

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. SC1 coats plastic, fiberglass and painted surfaces. Makes the clean up process easier
- excellent for use on Motorcycle and ATV fenders to prevent mud and dirt from adhering to
plastic. SC1 is water resistant and leaves a dry, long lasting luster and shine. JS in Oakland. We
challenge you to experience the difference with Maxima. Ultimate performance, unbeatable
protection and a love of motorcycles defines Maxima. Countless hours of development, focused
purely on the Powersports market, has enabled Maxima to be a top choice for all makes, models
and brands. Maxima Racing Oils was created for world-class racers, men and women who
challenge the limits of possibility. Their demands on equipment drive us to look beyond
conventional ideas and to exceed industry standards. A simple goal to make things better than
ever thought possible. Superior technology transcends sport to enhance the experience of
consumers and racers alike. Our market leading products are used in over 50 countries around
the globe and include engine oils, suspension fluids, coolants, care products and accessories.
These products represent our commitment to excellence and a passion for redefining what is
possible. Maxima Racing Oils continues its heritage by playing an active role in the sport and
racing communities. We strive to deliver superior quality for the recreational athlete or World
Champion. Founded in and headquartered in Southern California, Maxima is recognized as one
of the most coveted brands in the racing industry. Decades of active involvement in
professional racing has led to powerful technology and a full array of market leading products.
Maxima is a race-inspired, product driven company. We formulate, develop, manufacture and
distribute high performance oils, lubes and ancillary products. The essence of our brand is
communicated through hundreds of championships with world class racers, tuners and teams
who rely on Maxima for unsurpassed performance in high-stress conditions without fail. Skip to
main content. FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary
for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 13 hrs and 46 mins Details. In Stock.
Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your
security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Prime and Done. Maxima SC1 High Glo Add a
gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: Maxima. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and
well-priced products. Size: 12 Ounces. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Sold by Prime and Done and ships from
Amazon Fulfillment. Slick Off-Road Wash, 32oz. Sold by Tool Daily and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Maxima BIO Wash - 32 oz. Maxima
Suspension Clean - 13 oz. Maxima Clean-Up Chain Cleaner - Maxima Speed Wax Detailing Spray
- Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Size:
12 Ounces Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the
manufacturer JS in Oakland. We Formulate Solutions Our goal to make things better than ever
thought possible Ultimate Performance, Unbeatable Protection Maxima Racing Oils continues
its heritage by playing an active role in the sport and racing communities. Challenge Yourself
Maxima is a race-inspired, product driven company. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Size: 48 Ounces Pack of
4 Verified Purchase. I'll start off by saying if you are looking to make your ride shiney then this
stuff works great, however, if your intentions are to keep your vehicle clean after using it and
you think this is going make it easier then don't buy this. That's not true. It attracts dirt and mud
and holds on to it making your ride dirty. Far more dirty than other cars that didn't use it. Plus if
you lean against it that dirt and mud transfers to your clothes.. I sprayed this all over my RZR
and took it out for a ride. My car was so much dirtier than my friends and I was filthy from
leaning on it. Spent two hours cleaning it. I don't recommend this unless you just want to make
your ride shiney and new looking. It does do that really well. Size: 12 Ounces Verified Purchase.
Well thought it was a little pricy but does it work? Coating has been on for a few months and
still looks great. Found a water hole drove slow to check how deep just over the top of the
fenders, time to run through it! Clean up at home was easy and fenders still look great. Ordering
again, time to coat the complete underside. Size: Ounces Pack of 12 Verified Purchase. I've
made previous comments about this absolute hands down best product to make your atv or utv
look like brand spankin' new. No other product has come close to the performance of this

product Some may grumble about the price but I'm willing to pay it since I know the results
meet my every expectation. Vehicle smells like heaven! Ok not that I'm huffing this stuff in a bag
or anything but this stuff has a nice clean fresh scent that stick with the vehicle and make it
smell cleaner and I love it. My weather tech floor mats looked like crap about a week after I
bought them hard upstate ny winters. This stuff gives them the deep black shine that they came
with and it sticks around for quite awhile until reapplying. Word of caution though they can
become slick so use small amounts to start u til you get the desired effect. I don't use this as
intended so what people think of it for that I have no idea but love it for what I do with it. My rig
got pretty beat up squeezing between trees and through brush. This stuff did a great job shining
her up nicely. The scratches are still there but they are barely noticeable. Spray on, wipe off! By
On the Job on June 4, Images in this review. Size: 24 Ounces Pack of 2 Verified Purchase. This
product works very well. I use it on a Sport ATV with the softer type plastics. Leaves a lightly
oiled coating that saturates the fade and brings the gloss back. Also works wonders on tires,
leaves them nice and black but not glossy. I also use it on the front of my car before a road trip,
the bugs come off much easier. It does not last forever but does hold up to about three washes
or so. Mud and dirt still stick but not nearly as bad with this product on the bike. Bonus is it
smells great too! This product is fantastic!!! I will use this over any other type of gloss or clear
coat wax. You just clean your bike with a good washing and drying. Spray on. Let sit for a few
minutes and gently buff to a pure clear coat shine. Dirt, tar, bugs, mud, and any other type of
debris just slides off this coating. I have already ordered two more cans. Size: 36 Ounces Pack
of 3 Verified Purchase. The good and bad. BAD: After making it look brand new, if you take it for
a ride in the dust, dirt and mud it does attract everything like fly paper and it will look like a filthy
mess within minutes! This is my second time purchasing this product because there is nothing
better to make it look brand new. Just spray it on and leave it One person found this helpful.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Its sc1 so its a great product but I found out I
could have saved 15 bucks if i would have gone to the Polaris dealer lol. This is just an amazing
product!!! Back to brand new. I did my cross because it was the most obvious option to show
how well the mud get removed. How many time you wash your cross and even after you rims
still dirty. Im just super impress by this product. I put pictures, after used, after used with mud
that dont stick and without where the mud stick. I love this product. Make wash so mutch easier.
Reviewed in Canada on June 25, Shipping was extremely fast. Price is a little bit high compared
to store that supplies this product a half hour drive away. Only reason I bought was for
convenience. No issues with product at all, SC1 is an amazing product. Price was a fair bit
above average though. This stuff is awesome! I am currently using it on snowmobiles, side by
side, quad runners and recently my trucks. Can be used directly on aluminum engines and
parts, keeps them looking new, is a reasonably thick film you can either wipe down after
application or leave as is, lasts a very long time. Report abuse. I didnt see anywhere in the item
description that the coating was just temporary, its only good after a couple of washes
apperantly its a liquid film, and most of it can be just wiped off with a rag. Its a coating and not a
paint. Wish I could return it but amazon clearly states that this is not returnable. It had such
good reviews. Such promise. Il have no choice just to keep it and find something to use it on.
Probably good for interior things. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
motorcycle detailing products , yamaha dirt bike accessories , parts for suzuki motorcycle atv ,
plastic dirt bike , synthetic oil for motorcycle , synthetic motorcycle oil. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Hartville Hardware. Racing Warehouse. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. What to do now? Will
my engine get damaged if I continue driving? Should I stop the car immediately and tow it to the
garage? How much will it cost to get it repaired? But do not worry, the service engine soon light
is not as dangerous as it seems. In this article, you will learn everything you have to know about
the service engine soon warning light. Some manufacturers use the service engine soon light
instead of the check engine light when there is just a minor problem with your car and not a
severe problem. It could also mean that it is time for a scheduled service, such as oil or spark
plug replacement. Some manufacturers only have one indicator for both scheduled service and
engine problems. There are some special situations when your service engine soon light is

more likely to come on. This differs slightly between car manufacturers, but these causes are
often very similar between car models. Here are some of them:. You can check some common
things by the side of the road when the light appears, though. You can also do this yourself if
you have an OBD2 scanner at home. If you do not have one and want one, you can check out
our OBD2 scanner review article. Check your engine control unit for any stored trouble codes. If
you receive any codes, save them and try to get information about what they mean. If there are
codes for emission problems that are not dangerous for your engine, you can try deleting the
code to see if the engine maintenance light goes out. If the light goes out after you delete the
codes, it means that one of the codes stored in the memory is causing the engine maintenance
light to come on. The engine control module performs all engine components tests at each
engine ignition and after the vehicle has warmed up. If it has failed a test several times, it will
determine something is not as it should be. Therefore, it can take a long time for the engine
control module to detect these problems. If the Service engine soon light appears again it
means that the problem still occurs and you need to diagnose it again. Electrical problems are
often detected imminently and do not require start-up tests to notice it. If the service engine
light appears again, you have to reread the trouble code memory and try to get more
information and solve the problem. There are a lot of causes of why the service engine soon
light comes on. The most common cause is that your car has a minor engine issue, low fluid
level, a faulty light bulb, or a minor emission issue depending on the car model. The problems
causing the service engine soon light in most cases not dangerous for your car. However, it is
good to check all fluids to ensure the level is OK before you continue to drive. We do
recommend repairing it as soon as possible, though. In most cases, you have to repair the
problem that caused the service engine light, and it will disappear by itself. If the light shows up
because of scheduled service, you need to reset it with a diagnostic scanner or a particular
combination for your car model. Yes, Low engine oil level can cause the service engine soon
light to appear on your dashboard on a lot of car models. It can also mean that other low fluid
levels are low or other problems with the car. It is relatively easy to check the oil level, though,
so you should definitely begin with it. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in
diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false
information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! These
are just a few of the potential questions that may pop up inside your head. Contents show.
Service Engine Soon Light Meaning. Common causes of the Service engine soon light:. I
cleared the Service Engine Soon light, but it came back? Can I drive with service engine soon
light on? How do I get the service engine soon light to go off? Can low oil cause service engine
soon light? What causes service engine soon light to come on? Search This Site Search.
Published on November 19th, by Joe. Chase Cunningham, from Team Media All-stars and
Morehead Motorsports, has been bragging on how much he loves SC1 for a while now, so we
decided to give it a try. Maxima SC1 is a silicone-based clear coat spray designed to enhance
the look of your ATV or side-by-side, while preserving its appearance with its UV protectant. The
ounce spray can makes application easy, and being CFC free, makes SC1 environmentally
friendly. It richens color and adds shine to plastic, while reducing haze and the appearance of
fine scratches. You can spray SC1 and leave it on wet as a tire shine. You can also leave it on
your machine wet as a mud repellant for muddy races and rides. Maxima SC1 is a very versatile
product that can enhance the appearance of your ATV, automobile, boat, motorcycle, etc. It can
help reduce cleanup time; it replaces two or three other products in our bucket of cleaning
supplies; and it smells good, too. Great Stuff! Manufacturer, Maxima SC1. Summary: Maxima
SC1 is a very versatile product that can enhance the appearance of your ATV, automobile, boat,
motorcycle, etc. Tags: clear coat , maxima , Review , sc1 , spray , test , video. Before Maxima
SC1. After Maxima SC1. Your Rating User Rating : 0 0 votes. About the Author. Please choose
Options for all selected Products. Maxima SC1 will change your life! SC1 is a high gloss coating
that is safe on all surfaces that leaves behind a protective barrier that prevents the build up of
grime and makes the next clean up much easier. It can be used as an intermediate cleaner when
the bike does not need a deep clean as well. We like to use this on the lower half of the bike
such as the wheels, swingarm, fork tubes, lower fairing etc SC1 leaves the surface slightly
slippery so we suggest using Maxima Speed Wax on the upper half of the bike for a streak free
shine that is not a slippery as the SC1. Maxima SC1 High gloss coating is specifically
formulated to coat plastic, fiberglass, carbon fiber, metal and painted surfaces. Makes the clean
up process easier - excellent for use under fenders and wheel wells to prevent mud and dirt
from adhering to plastic. When applied to surface is water resistant and leaves a long lasting
luster and sheen. But this keeps a layer that protects the bike daily while you ride! Highly
recommend this to anyone who rides an likes a new look finish! Love this product, thought it
vanished a while back and found it again on here. Love spraying it on the lower half of the bike,

makes things easy to get off after a track day or just some good hard road riding. Read 2
reviews. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Buy this product and
earn STG cash. Our Customer Rewards Program leads the industry! Select Brands are
excluded, please Click Here for more details. Shop all Maxima. Customer Service Share: Share:.
Description Information Videos Reviews. Made in the U. Cleans brakes, engine parts, ignitions
and carbs. Effective quick drying formula displaces moisture and is completely non-corrosive
and non-staining. We like to use this where a more aggressive degreaser that displaces
moisture and leaves no residue is needed. Maxima Suspension Clean: Gently removes grease
and oil. Will not remove most inks or printing. We have used this on painted surfaces, carbon
fiber and select plastic parts with awesome results. Dries quickly and completely, leaves no
residue. Overspray will not harm o-rings or most seal materials. Displaces moisture. We like to
use this to clean spots where a harsh cleaner should not be used. Awesome at removing wheel
weight tape residue from your wheels! Tough on dirt, yet gentle enough to use on delicate
surfaces including paint, plastic, chrome, anodizing, rubber, carbon fiber
3g alternator swap
2002 pontiac grand am coupe
6 pin relay wiring diagram
and almost anything you throw at it. Safely and easily clean your equipment. Use this when
your bike needs a deep clean. Leaves a streak free shine on your windscreen or painted
surfaces that is less slick than the Maxima SC1. Use this in between washes when the bike does
not require a deep clean. Specialized all-in-one detailer that conditions, shines and protects
painted surfaces, chrome, anodizing, windscreens and plastic. Maxima Microfiber Towels
3-Pack : Maxima Microfiber Towels pair perfectly with their comprehensive line of cleaning
products! Sold in packs of three. Smells super bitchen anywhere you hang it. Works great in
your gear bag to keep your riding gear smelling good. Manufacturer's Part Number: 1. Rating
Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required.
Review Subject Required. Comments Required. All Rights Reserved. Maxima Electrical Contact
Cleaner: Citrus Sscented cleaner that removes grease, oil and other contaminants.

